One of the most importan problems of modern radar is increasing object detection, object distinction ability. In the last years, the used traditional radar signal processing methods are seem to use up. For solving this question, specialists are interested in analyzing the fine structure of radar signal, and the first is polarization structure. The use of polarization information allows to raise the information ability of radar systems and provides high probability of radar objects detection, high contrast of small-scale man-made objects on the radar map and radar objects classification.
INTRODUCTION
The polarization of the scattering wave by the object differs from that of radiative wave. Infomation on the object to be detected is contained in the polarization properties of the scattering wave and is to be expressed through the SM of the object.
Fundamentally, the SM of the object can be used to detect the radar object by applying the polarization selection method [3, 4] : 
If S is an arbitrary SM, by choossing the corresponding basic polarization, it will be transformed into a diagonal form, e. g [4, 6] :
where λ 1 and λ 2 are eigenvalues of the SM of radar object.
For the polarization radar, the following quantities can be used as detection parameters [6] :
1) The real parts and the imaginary parts of SM elements: 2) The phases of SM elements:
3) The combinations of phases: 
6) The invariant properties of SM:
a) The determinant of SM:
b) The polarization anisotropy coefficient of the object: 
In general, for fluctuation objects, λ 1 , λ 2 , η, γ and α are random quantities. The obtained formulas have the characteristic that they are all expressed by a set of parameters λ 1 , λ 2 , η, γ and α and are geometrically expressed by polarization ellipse and Poincaré sphere (unit sphere) [6] .
Obviously, different parameters will provide different probabilities of detection P D [2, 5, 7] . For the same object and at the same moment, a change in the polarization of the radiative wave will 108 lead to the change of the probability density function (pdf) or the variance of each element S jl of SM; this change in turn leads to the change of the pdf of the combination of SM elements and accordingly to the change of P D with the same probability of false alarm as required. Therefore, the issue which element or combination of SM elements will be choosen as detection parameter would depend on the way to calculate the value of corresponding P D for P Dmaxmax with the same required P F . For this reason, this characteristic may be used to realize the method of radar object detection with highest probability of detection.
A SOLUTION TO IMPROVE THE OBJECT DETECTION ABILITY OF RADARS BY DYNAMIC POLARIZATION METHOD
In the condition of modified polarization level of radiative wave, we obtain the pdf of the modules of SM elements of ground clutter and ground clutter + object as presented in the table 1. are calculated according to Nayman -Pearson criteria [1, 8] .
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The problem of radar object detection in dynamic polarization mode with high probability of detection can be solved as follows. At an arbitrary state of polarization of order j ( ), P Dj is successively calculated corresponding to each combination and then for . After M times of changes of the polarization state of radiative wave, P Dmaxmax is calculated as (
Hence, an element of SM or a combination of SM elements will be choosen as detection parameter for P Dmaxmax . The above procedure is used to calculate the maximum of multidirectional function P D . The comparison of probabilities of detection giving polarization changes is shown in Fig. 2 .
Their values are dependent on the pdf and the characteristics of pdf (expected value, variance, etc). It shows that, to detect the radar object the dynamic polarization method is preferred since it provides the highest probability of detection.
That is the reason why, we introduce in this work a block diagram of the system to improve the object detection ability of radars using dynamic polarization method (Fig. 3) .
Fig. 1:
The Fig. 3: The sketch of the system to improve the object detection ability of radars using dynamic polarization method
• Block "Polarization change" changes values of polarization parameters of radiative wave.
• Block "Calculate P Dmaxj " calculates successively the probability of detection corresponding to each SM elements and their combinations in each order j of polarization mode and calculating P Dmaxj corresponding to this polarization state.
• Block "Delay holding" stores all values of P Dmaxj (
) each time the polarization is changed.
• Block "Calculate P Dmax max " finds the highest probability of detection after each period (M times) of polarization change; while, remembering the pair of parameters and the polarization state corresponding to P Dmaxmax , the object will then be detected with the highest probability of detection.
When receiving reflex signal, the detector of radar will determine the probability distribution of SM elements and their combinations. Then, it will successively calculate the probability of detection corresponding to each pair of SM parameters of ground clutter and ground clutter + object, respectively. Based on the probabilities of detection, the detector will determine the highest probability of detection at each order j of polarization state, i. e P Dmaxj .
Therefore, at a certain moment, if a object is continuosly illuminated by a polarization radiative wave, the detector of radar will determine the highest probability of detection
). At the same time, the pair of parameters of SM corresponding to P Dmax max will be choosen as detection parameters. The meaning of the problem in this case is to calculate the maximum values of multi-directional functions P D in the considered changing domain. • The interface and obtained values are showed in Fig. 4 . We assume that, pdf of SM elements of ground clutter and ground clutter + object after M times of change of polarization state are Gaussian, Exponential and Rayleigh as indicated in the Table 1 .
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we show that, the distribution or variance of SM elements will be changed when the polarization of radiative wave is modified. This change will lead to the change in the probability of detection of radar objects. In the dynamic polarization mode (where the polarization of radiative wave is modified), the radar object will be detected with the highest probability of detection corresponding to a given probability of false alarm.
